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0. INTRODUCTION 
An important problem in the representation theory of algebras is to 
obtain a characterization of representation-finite algebras. Recall that an 
algebra is representation-finite if it has only a finite number of isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable finitely generated modules. Recently represen- 
tation-finite algebras have been intensively investigated and a lot of 
representation theory of arbitrary algebras arose from the study of such 
algebras. It is well known that the property of an algebra to be represen- 
tation-finite is left-right symmetric and that every module over a represen- 
tation-unite algebra is a direct sum of indecomposable finitely generated 
modules. Hence, if one studies the modules over representation-unite 
algebras, one mainly studies the indecomposable finitely generated ones. 
Classically much of representation theory of algebras evolved from the 
investigation of different prototype of indecomposable modules (see [19, 
281). Recently, new classes of indecomposable modules, called modules 
with waists, modules with cores, and $ndecomposable modules were 
introduced and studied in [l, 14, 25, 261 (see also [18]). 
In particular Gordon and Green gave in [14] a characterization of 
radical aquared zero algebras for which every indecomposable module has 
a core. Recall that a submodule N of a module M is called nonsuper- 
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fluous [7] if there exists a proper submodule N’ of M such that 
N+ N’ = M. Then the core of M, C(M), is defined to be the intersection of 
all nonsuperfluous ubmodules of M, and if C(M) # 0, we say that M has a 
core. Modules with C(M) = M are called local modules. Dually, modules 
with simple socle are called colocal modules, It is well known that the class 
of local (resp. colocal) modules coincides with the class of modules which 
are factors (resp. submodules) of indecomposable projective (resp. injec- 
tive) ones, and in practice the both two classes are completely described. 
Obviously every module with a core is indecomposable and it would be 
interesting to have a characterization of all algebras for which every 
indecomposable module has a core. From [14] we know that such 
algebras are representation-unite. 
In this paper we shall give a rather simple characterization of arbitrary 
finite-dimensional algebras over an algebraically closed field for which 
every indecomposable module has a core. 
Throughout the paper we fix an algebraically closed field K. We use the 
term algebra to mean finite-dimensional associative K-algebra with unity, 
and the term module to mean left module of finite K-dimension. For any 
algebra A and a A-module A4 we shall denote by E,(M) the injective 
envelope of M, by P,(M) the A-projective cover of Iw, by top,(M) the top 
of iM, by soc,( M) the socle of M, and by IA(M) the length of M. Moreover 
by J we will denote the Jacobson radical of A, by mod A the category of A- 
modules, and by ind A the full subcategory of mod A consisting of 
indecomposable modules. Finally, we will denote by DTr and TrL) the 
Auslander-Reiten operators [2]. 
In this paper, using properties of almost split sequence, vector space 
category methods, and the covering techniques we prove the following 
theorem, which is the main result of the paper. 
THEOREM. For an algebra A the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) Every indecomposable A-module has a core. 
(ii) The core of any ~nde~omposable nonlocal A-module is colocal. 
(iii) (1) The radical qf any non~niser~a~ local A-module is a sum of 
two uniserial submodule. 
(2) The radical of any local noncolocal A-module L is a direct 
sum of two uniserial submodules L, and Lx where E(L,)/soc(L,) or 
E( L,)/soc( L2) is colocal. 
(3) Any colocal nonlocal A-module L is a sum of a uniserial sub- 
module L, and a local submodule Lz such that L, n L, is simple and if L, is 
uniserial, then L,I(L, n L2) is simple and P(L,) is uniserial. 
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1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
To prove our main result we need a good expression of any algebra 
satisfying one of the conditions of the theorem. Let Q be the ordinary 
quiver of A (cf. [12]). The set Q0 of vertices is a fixed set of primitive 
orthogonal idempotents {e 1 ,..., e,} of A and, for all i, j with 1 < i, j < n, the 
set of arrows from ei to ej is in one-to-one correspondence with a K-basis of 
the space ejJei modulo ejJ2ei. Then the map E: Q + A defined by .$ei) = e, 
and E(a) = r, where r corresponds to the arrow a of Q, extends uniquely to 
a surjective algebra homomorphism E: K[Q] + A, K[Q] the quiver 
algebra of Q, with kernel ZG 5’. In this case we say that A is isomorphic to 
the bounded quiver algebra K[Q, Z] of the bounded quiver (Q, I). We call 
nonzero contour of (Q, I) a pair (v, w) of nonzero (directed) paths u and w 
with the same origin x and the same terminus y (see [24]). Finally, a non- 
zero contour (0, w) is called primitive provided neither u is a subpath of w 
nor w is a subpath of u. 
We start with some necessary conditions for an algebra to have the 
property that all its indecomposable modules have a core. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an algebra such that every indecomposable A-
module has a core. Then 
(1) The radical of any local nonuniserial A-module is a sum of two 
uniserial submodules. 
(2) 1 (top (L))G2f or any colocal A-module L with J2L = 0. 
Proof. (1) Let L be a local nonuniserial A-module. First, we will show 
that l(JL/J’L) = 2. From [ 14, Corollary 10.41 we obtain I(JL/J*L) < 2. In 
case l(JL/J’L)= 1, let m be the smallest integer such that I 
( JmLjJm + ’ L) = 2. Replacing, if necessary, L by J”- ‘L/J”‘+ 2L we may 
assume that JL is local and J’L is a direct sum of two simple modules, say 
S and T. 
Consider the exact sequence 
0- X- L/S@ LITA top(L) - 0, 
where h is induced by the canonical epimorphisms h, : L/S -+ top (L/S) = 
top (L) and h2 : L/T + top (L/T) = top (L), and X = ker h. We claim that X 
is indecomposable and has no core. Now, JL/S@ 0 is a nonsuperfluous 
submodule of X because (JL/S @ 0) + x’ = X, where x’ = {( y + S, y + T); 
y E L}. Indeed, any element (x + S, y + T) of X can be written as the sum 
(y+S, y+T)+(x-y+S, T), where x-yeJL since h(x+S,y+T)=O, 
On the other hand, for any x E JL\ J2, (x + S, T) E x\X’, hence X’ # 37. 
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Similarly 00 JL/T is a nonsuperfluous ubmodule of X. Then the equality 
(fL/S@ 0) n (0 $ JL/T) = 0 implies that X has no core. 
It remains to show that X is indecomposable. Assume that there is a 
decomposition X= X, @ X,. Then one of the submodules, say X, is not 
contained in JL/S@ JL/T. Choose an element (x + S, y + T) E X, which 
does not belong to JL/S@ JL/T. Then because h(x + S, y + T) =O, 
x E L\ JL and y E L\ JL. Since L is generated by X, there exist a, b E J2 such 
that 0 # ax E S and 0 # bx E T. Observe that a( y - x) and b( y - x) are in 
J3L, so they are zero. Thus, nonzero elements a(x + S, y + T) = (S, ax + T) 
and b(x + S, y + T) = (bx + S, T) belong to Xi. The first element belongs to 
0 @ (SO T/T) and the second one to (T@ S/S) @ 0, thus sot(X) = 
(TO S/S) @ (SO T/T) is contained in X, , hence X = X, and X is indecom- 
posable. This is a contradiction to our assumption and consequently 
1( JL/J’L) = 2. 
Thus we conclude that JL is a sum of two local submodules, say 
JL = it4 + N. We shall prove that M and N are uniserial submodules. First, 
suppose that one of them, say M, is nonuniserial. Then according to the 
above 1 (JM/J2M) = 2 and JM is a sum of two local submodules, say S and 
T. Replacing if necessary, L by L/(JS + JT), we may assume that 
JM = S@ T. Since N is uniserial, S 0 T is not contained in N. On the other 
hand, if S cf N and T V! N, the module L’ = LjN is nonuniserial and 
JL’ = (M + N)/N z M is local, which contradicts to 1 (JL/J’L) = 2. Hence, 
only one of the modules S and T, say S, is contained in N. To exclude also 
this case, consider the exact sequence 
o- X- L/T@L/NA top(L)- 0, 
where g is induced by the canonical epimorphisms g, : L/T- top(L/T) = 
top(L) and g,: L/N + top(L/N) = top(L), and X = ker g. 
The same anaIysis as in the first part of the proof shows that X has no 
core. Suppose that X has a decomposition X = Xi 0 X,. Choose an element 
(x + T, y + N), say of X,, such that x E L\JL. But then x -y E JL, so 
x - y = m + n for some m E M and n E N. Since L is generated by x, there 
are a, bEJ2 such that OfaxES and O#bxeT. Now, am=0 and bm=O 
as elements of J2M, and then a(x+ T,y+ N)=a(x+ T, x+m+ N)= 
(ax+T,N) and b(x+T,y+N)=b(x+T,x+m+N)=(T,~x+N) are 
nonzero elements belonging to (SO T)/TQO and 08 (TO N)/N, respec- 
tively. Since they belong to Xi, (SO T)/T@ (T8 N)/N = sot(X) is con- 
tained in X, and this implies that X = Xi. Consequently X is indecom- 
posable and we get a contradiction to our assumption. 
Now suppose that both M and N are nonuniserial. Then we have 
~(J~/J*~) = 2, l(JN/J’~) = 2, so JM and JN are sums of two local 
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modules, say JM = S + T and JN = V+ U. Factorizing, if necessary, 
through JS+ JT we may assume that JM is a sum of two simple modules. 
If N/N n (JS + JT) is uniserial, we have the previous situation. If not we 
distinguish the following cases. 
Case a. S, Tc JN/J’N. Observe that top(N) $ top(M) and top(T) & 
top(S) since from our assumption the ordinary quiver of A has no double 
arrows. Hence A/J* is isomorphic to a bounden quiver algebra K[Q, I] 
where (Q, f) contains as a bounden subquiver one of the following quivers 
such that the composition of any two of its consecutive arrows belongs to 
I: 
But it is easy to see each of them contains an indecomposable represen- 
tation which has no core. Consequently there is an indecomposable A- 
module which has no core and we are done. 
Case (b). SC JNfJ2N, T & J2N. Consider the local module E = L/T. 
Then the radical of L is a sum of the local nonuniserial module (N+ T)/T 
and the uniserial module M/T. We proved above that this is impossible. 
Case c. S, T d JN/J2N. In this case consider the local module 
z = L/M. Then Jz = (N + M)/M % N/( N n M) is local, I( J2E/J3L) = 2 so E 
is nonuniserial with I(Jz/J2E) = 1 and we get a contradiction. This finishes 
the proof of (1). 
(2) follows from [14, Corollary 10.41. 
Let A be an algebra, let T be an arbitrary two-sided ideal of A contained 
in J,andsetA’=A/(JT+TJ)and~=A/J.Then~=~~~i~~K,, Ki=K, 
and the separated quiver Q>(T) is the quiver with vertices (1, O),..., (n, 0), 
(1, 1) ,..., (n, 1) and arrows 
(i, 0) 7 (j, I), 1, 
where the number of arrows from (i, 0) to (j, 1) equals to 
dim,ej( T/JT+ TJ) ei. For any A-module M, the scalar multiplication in M 
defines a map rp : I* @I,- MO + M, , where T = T/TJ+ JT, M,, = M/JM and 
M, = T’M. This defines a functor F: mod A + r@>(T)), where r(Q>(T)) is 
the category of triples (M,,, M,, tp) with M, and M, in mod A and cp : 2” 0 
MO -+ M, an A-linear map. From El I ], the functor F induces a bijection 
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between the isomorphy classes of A-modules such that M/TM is projective 
over A/T, and the isomorphy classes of triples (M,, M,, cp) in Y(Q>( T)) 
such that cp is surjective. 
We say that A has finite ideal lattice if the lattice of all two-side ideals of 
A is finite. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 1. Let A be an algebra such that the radical of any local nonlocal 
A-module L is a direct sum of two uniserial submodules L, and L, where 
E(L, )lWL, 1 or E(L2)lWL2) is colocal, Then A has finite ideal lattice. 
Proof: Assume that the ideal lattice of A is infinite. Then from [16, 
Lemma 2.3, Theorem 3.21 there exists an ideal T= (a, b) of A such that a, 
bEeiJei and ej(a) ei, ej(b) ej are incomparable elements in the lattice of K- 
subspaces of e,Ae,. Then Q>(T) contains a subquiver of the form 
(i,O) Z;(j, 1). Let V=(M,, M,, cp) be the triple in r(Q>(T)) 
corresponding to the K-linear representation K 3; K2 of two arrows given 
by a(~) = (x, 0) and p(x) = (0, x), f or XEK. Then M,,=S,, M,=Sj@Sj, 
where Si and Sj are the simple A-modules corresponding, in Q>, to the ver- 
tices i and j, and cp : T’ 0 M0 -+ M, is induced by GI and /?. In particular rp is 
epimorphism 
Y= P,(M,) 
and cp(a @ Si) = S,@ 0, q(b@Si)=O@Sj. Put 
and identify Homn(T@M,,, M,)zHom,(T’@M,, M,)= 
Hom,(TP, M,). Then V= F(E) where E is defined by the following 
diagram 
O-M,- E - P/T’P---+ 0 
induced by the upper sequence and cp. Obviously $ is an epimorphism. 
Hence, since P is local and M, is a direct sum of two simple A-modules, E 
is local but not colocal. Then by our assumption, JE is a direct sum of two 
uniserial modules, say L, and L,. We may assume that A = K[Q, Z]. Let 
Q’ be the support of the representation E and 
i+jO+ . ..+jn=j.naO 
the support of E/L, where I(L,) < I(L,). Then by our assumption we infer 
that j is the endpoint of only one arrow of Q and by induction the same is 
true for jk, k = n, n - l,..., 0. Consequently Q’ is of the form 
I(\ 
* 
:. ./* 
i - j, - . . . - j. 
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But then one of the elements a or b is a right multiple of the other and we 
get a contradiction to our assumption. 
Similarly as in [27, Lemma 21 one proves the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be an algebra with finite ideal lattice and satisfy- 
ing the following conditions. 
(1) The radical of any nonuniserial local A-module is a sum of two 
uniserial submodules. 
(2) 1 (top(L)) < 2 for any colocal A-module with J*L = 0. Then A is 
isomorphic to a bounded quiver algebra K[Q,Z] where for any arrow a of Q 
there is at most one arrow p such that /Ia is not in I. 
Now we can prove 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be an algebra satisfying one of the conditions (i), 
(ii), (iii) of the theorem. Then A is isomorphic to a bounded quiver algebra 
K[Q, Z], where (Q, I) satisfies the following conditions. 
(a) The number of arrows starting (ending) at any vertex of Q is boun- 
ded by 2. 
(b) There is an upper boundfor the lengths of paths in Q which are not 
in I. 
(c) For any arrow a there is at most one arrow /? such that pa is not in 
I. 
(d) Z is generated by a set of paths and by differences of paths v-w 
where (v, w) ranges over all primitive contours. 
Proof Let Q be the ordinary quiver of A and E: K[Q] + A be an 
epimorphism with kernel I. First, observe that for any choice of E (a) and 
(b) are satisfied. Indeed (a) immediately follows from (1) and (3) of (iii) 
and from Proposition 1 whereas in (b) we may take as an upper bound the 
nilpotency degree of J. 
We claim that, for a good choice of E, (c) is satisfied. Indeed, if (i) or (ii) 
holds, then by [ 14, Corollary 7.53, A is representation-finite and by [ 16, 
Theorem 2.11. A has finite ideal lattice. If case (iii) holds, A has finite ideal 
lattice by Lemma’ 1. Then we can apply Proposition 2. 
Now suppose that (v, w) is a nonzero primitive contour of (Q, I) such 
that v = cw does not belong to Z for any c E K* = K\ {O}. Let (v) and (w) be 
the two-sided ideals generated by v and w. Then e,(v) ej and e,(w) ej are 
incomparable elements in the subspace lattice of the vector space e,Ae, 
where i is the origin and j the terminus of v and w. Thus by [16, 
Lemma 2.31 A has infinite ideal lattice and we get a contradiction. 
Now let p = Cl= i ciuir n > 2, ci E K be an arbitrary element of e,Ze, such 
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that any path ui does not belong to I and any pair (u;, u,) is not a primitive 
contour of (Q, I). First, suppose that all u, are left multiples of one arrow CI. 
Then from (c) we infer that all ui are left multiples of one of the paths, say 
u,=uiul for 26i6n. Hence (l-~~=z(c,/cl)ui)u, belongs to I and, by 
Nakayama’s Lemma, u, belongs to I. This is a contradiction to our 
assumption. 
Consequently there are two arrows c1 and /I starting at e,, and we can 
divide the paths ui,..., U, into two classes such that the paths of the first 
class are left multiples of c( and the paths of the second one are left mul- 
tiples of /J. Furthermore, using (c) again, we may assume that uk = u~u,, 
U, = u,u, for cycles ok, u, at ej, k = 2 ,..., I- 1, r = I+ l,..., n. From our 
assumption it follows that (ui , uI) is not a primitive contour of (Q, I) and 
hence u, is a subpath of u, or u, is a subpath of u,. Let u,=pu, z for some 
p E ejK[Q] ej and z E e,K[ Q] e,. By our assumption CI # p, so z # ei and by 
(c), z2 EZ. This implies p = ej, because otherwise (pu,, u,z) would be a 
primitive contour of (Q, I) and then, for an element c E K*, U, + I= 
(pu,)z+Z=cu,z2+Z=Z. Moreover f=2, since otherwise (u,, u,) is a 
primitive contour of (Q, I) contrary to our assumption. Further, by 
Nakayama’s Lemma n > 3. But then (u3u, , u, z) is a primitive contour of 
(Q,Z),u,u,-cu,z~Zandthisimp1iesthatu,+Z=u,u,+Z=(u,u,)z+Z= 
cuI z2 + I= I. Consequently u3 belongs to Z and we get a contradiction. 
Thus we have proved that Z is generated by a set of paths and a set of 
elements u - cw, c E K*, where (u, w) ranges over all primitive contours of 
(Q, 0 
AS in [27, Theorem 21 one can show that for a good choice of 
E: K[Q] + A in all commutativity relations u = cw we have c = 1. This 
finishes the proof of Proposition 3. 
2. FACTORS OF HEREDITARY ALGEBRAS 
In this section we shall prove the theorem for a class of factors of 
hereditary algebras satisfying a weaker condition that the (s)-condition in 
the sense of Bautista and Larrion [8]. In the proof we will use the vector 
space category methods and facts proved in [22]. Recall that, for each 
algebra A, the invariant cl(A) records the largest possible number of 
indecomposable summands in the middle term of any almost split sequence 
in mod A, and b(A) records the largest possible number of such summands 
which are neither projective nor injective (see [3,4, 61). An algebra A is 
called biserial [lo] if the radical of any indecomposable nonuniserial pro- 
jective left or right A-module is a sum of two uniserial submodules whose 
intersection is simple or zero. A sequence L, , L, ,..., L,, t 2 1, of local 
modules is called a primitive sequence of local modules, if (a) for each 
proper divisor r of t there are i = j modulo r, 1 < i, j < t, such that Li and Lj 
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are nonisomorphic and (b) for all i, 1 < i< t, JLi is a direct sum of two 
uniserial submodules L,, and Li,2 with soc(Li,,)zSi, SOC(L~,~)ZS~+, for 
simple modules S,, SZ ,..., S,, S, + 1 = S1, and the cokernel of the diagonal 
embedding of Si into the direct sum of L,- ,/Li_ L,1 and L,/L,, is colocal, 
where L,, = L,. Then we have the following characterization of represen- 
tation-finite algebras A with P(A) 6 2 (resp. a(A) < 2) proved in [27]. 
PROPOSITION 4. For an algebra A we haoe 
(i) A is representation-finite with B(A) < 2 tf and only tf A is biserial 
with finite ideal lattice and there is no primitive sequence of local A-modules. 
(ii) A is representation-finite with a(A) < 2 zf and only tf A is biserial 
with finite ideal lattice, there is no primitive sequence of local A-modules, and 
any indecomposable projective-injective A-module is uniserial. 
We say that an algebra A satisfies the (m)-condition if there is no 
sequence of nonisomorphic local A-modules L,, L, ,..., L,, t 2 1, such that 
LO is uniserial, L, ,..., L, are nonuniserial, soc( L,) 7z SO, soc(Li) z Sip, 0 Si, 
i = l,..., t, and top( L,) x S,. 
It is not hard to see that any algebra A satisfying the (s)-condition 
satisfies also the (m)-condition. An A-module is called multiplicity-free if its 
simple composition factors are pairwise nonisomorphic. We shall use the 
following characterization of factors of hereditary algebras whose indecom- 
posable modules are multiplicity-free (see [22, Theorem 11). 
PROPOSITION 5. For an algebra A being a factor of an hereditary algebra 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Every indecomposable A-module is multiplicity-free. 
(ii) A is biserial and satisfies the (m)-condition. 
Then we have the following proposition which is the main result of this 
section. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a factor of an hereditary algebra satisfying the 
(m)-condition. Then the following statements are equivalent 
(i) Every indecomposable A-module has a core. 
(ii) The core of any indecomposable nonlocal A-module is colocal. 
(iii) (1) The radical of any nonuniserial local A-module is a sum of 
two uniserial submodules. 
(2) The radical of any local noncolocal A-module is a direct sum 
of two uniserial modules L, and L,, where E(L,)/soc(L,) or E(L2)/soc(L2) 
is colocal. 
(iii) (3) Any colocal nonlocal A-module is a sum of a uniserial sub- 
module L1 and a local submodule L2 such that L, n L2 is simple and tf Li is 
uniserial, then L,I(L, n L2) is simple and P(L,) is uniserial. 
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(iv) A is isomorphic to Q bounded quiver algebra K[Q, I] satisfying 
the conditions (a)-(d) of Proposition 3 and the support of any indecom- 
potable representation of (Q, I) is contained in a s~b~u~ver of (Q, I) of the 
f orm 
. 
YI 8, 
J\ 
1 . 
where the stated relations belong to I. 
. . 
I! (i . . . .. . . . . . . 
I 11  . . . 
Proof. It is well known that any indecomposable nonlocal represen- 
tation of the bounded quivers Q, i= 1,2,3,4, has a core with simple socle 
and consequently (iv) implies (ii). Obviously (ii) implies (i). 
Now we shah prove that (i) implies (iii). Assume that every indecom- 
posable A-module has a core. From Proposition 1 we know that the 
radical of any nonuniserial local module is a sum of two uniserial sub- 
modules. Moreover, by Proposition 3 we may assume that A = K[Q, ZJ, 
where (Q, I) satisfies the conditions (a)-(d). 
Let L. be a local noncolocal module. Then JL is a sum of two uniserial 
submodules L, and L,. We may assume that I;, = A(a + I), L, = A(P + I) 
for arrows a and /I in Q. Assume that L, n L2 # 0. Then there are paths u 
and u such that U(X + v/I E I and uc1 E$ I. Let U’ and V’ are minimal subpaths of 
u and u such that (u’c(, v’j?) forms a primitive contour. Then u’cl- u’BEI 
and L can be considered as a representation of a bounded quiver of the 
form 
. 
a 
A 
B 
ei l l ej 
. * 
\J 
l et 
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with u’cl - u’j? E Z, where U’ is the path from ei to e, and u’ is the path from 
ej to e,. Hence L is colocal which gives a contradiction to our assumption. 
Suppose now that E(L, )/soc(L, ) and E(L,)/soc( L,) are not colocal. 
Then (Q, I) contains a subquiver of the form 
where a,,+.*~~, /I,,, ... /I, 4 I. Clearly, for this quiver there is an indecom- 
posable representation which has no core and which by [30, Satz 1.43 can 
be considered as a representation of the bounded quiver (Q, I). This con- 
tradicts to our assumption. 
Now let L be a colocal nonlocal A-module. First of all observe that 1 
(top(L)) < 2. Indeed, from [14, Theorem 8.41, top(L) does not contain 
three simple modules. On the other hand A satisfies the (m)-condition, thus 
top(l) is multiplicity-free. Let L be a sum of two local submodules, say Mt 
and M2. We claim that one of them is uniserial. 
Indeed, if both M, and M, are nonunuserial, then by Proposition 1, 
JM, = Mf + My, i = 1,2, where Mf and Mj’ are uniserial and incomparable 
with respect to inclusion. Hence, since JM, + JM, is colocal and 
Z(top(JM, + JM,)) < 2, one of the following possibilities holds. 
(a) M;cM; and M;cM;, 
(b) M; CM; and M;c M;‘, 
(c) M’, CM; and M;cM;. 
Case (c) is impossible because Mz is uniserial and JM, is nonuniserial. In 
Case (a) or (b) holds, Q,., contains as a subquiver, respectively, 
where a;‘.aI, PIn..-Bi9 Yp”‘Ylr hj . * * 6, $ I. Clearly for these quivers 
there exist indecomposable representations which have no core and as in 
[30, Satz 1.41 they are also representations of the bounded quiver (Q, I). 
Thus we obtain a contradiction and consequently one of the submodules, 
say M,, is uniserial. 
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It remains to show that M,/M, AM, is simple and P(M,) is uniserial in 
case Mi is uniserial and M, n M, is nonsimple. If this is not true, then 
(Q, Z) contains as a bounded subquiver one of the following bounden 
quivers 
. 
J 
l l 
\J . 
1 . 
. 
. 
./\/ 
J 
l 
. 
. 
. 
\/ 
l 
l . 
\J\ 
. . 
1 . 
. \ /- A l 
. 
. 
\/ 
. 
where all paths do not belong to Z, but for the squares we have the com- 
mutativity relation. In each case one can easily find an indecomposable 
representation which has no core. Since (Q, I) satisfies the conditions of 
Proposition 3 they are also representations of (Q, I). We obtain a con- 
tradiction and this finishes the proof of the implication (i) + (iii). 
The main working tool which we use in the proof of the implication 
(iii) 3 (iv) will be the notion of a vector space category. By definition, a 
vector space category X is an additive K-category together with a faithful1 
functor / - 1:X -+ mod K. Then the subspace category U(X) is defined as 
follows (see [Zl, 231); its objects are triples of the form (U, 9,X) where U 
is a unite-dimensiona K-space, X is an object of X, and cp : U -+ / X/ is a 
K-linear monomorphism. A homomorphism from (U, cp, X) to (u’, cp’, X) 
is given by a pair (~1, /3) where a: U -+ u’ is a linear map, 8: X+x’ is a 
map in X, such that 1 fll cp = c;o’or. An important role in investigations is 
played by the vector space categories with only one-dimensional indecom- 
posable objects since their subspace categories are close to categories of 
representations of partially ordered sets [20] and therefore their represen- 
tation type is known. With each partially ordered set S one associates a 
vector space category add(KS) as the additive category of the category KS 
whose objects are elements are elements of S, Hom(i,j) = K for i<j, 
Hom(i,j) = 0 for i Sr j, i,j~ S, and the composition of maps is the ordinary 
multiplication in K. We say that a vector space category is linear if it is 
equivalent to a vector space category given by a linearly ordered set. If A is 
a K-algebra and N an A-module, then one associates with N a vector space 
category XN whose objects are of the form Hom,(N, X), with X in mod A, 
and with maps, Hom,(N, X) -Hom,(N, Y) being of the form 
Hom,(N,f), wheref: X+ Y is a map in mod A. Then IHoma(N, X)1 is 
just the underlying K-vector space of Hom,(N, X). For any A-module N, 
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we denote by XN the family of all modules X from ind A such that 
Hom,(N, X)#O. 
We shall use the following result proved in [22]. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let A be a factor of an hereditary algebra and assume 
that all indecomposable A-modules are multiplicity-free. Then for a uniserial 
A-module N, the vector space category 3?, is linear if and only &f the follow- 
ing &ondit~on is satis~ed: 
(*) For any noninjectiue factor X of N, E(X)/X is u&serial and the 
natural map E( X)/soc( X) --f E( X)/X is a split epimorphism. 
We need also the following simple lemma proved in [20]. 
LEMMA 2. Let S be a partially ordered set containing no triples of incom- 
porable elements. Then the following triples form a complete list of non- 
isomorphic indecomposable objects in U(add KS) 
(1) (K, id, x), x is an element of S and id : K + 1 XI = K is the identity 
map, 
(2) (K, A, x @ y), (x, y) is a pair of incomparable elements of S and 
A: K+ lx@yl = K2 is the diagonal map. 
Finally, we leave to the reader a simple proof of 
LEMMA 3. Let B= K[Q, i] be the bounded quiver algebra given by one 
of the foilowjng quivers 
Rk Sk 
y’y 
p&P 
. . .A /dr, k 
* 
and let I’ be, respectively, the idea1 
r=(pI,cp> ?,tfi), I’= (cp,rp,, ~2~~, 11(P2t q1JI2h 
i’= (B2Plr %***Q), r = (6, “.d,, Ym”‘Y,) 
Further let A be an extension of B by one point e satisfying the conditions 
(iii) of Proposition 6 and assume that there is a nonzero map from the radical 
of Ae to a B-module whj~h is not annihilated by p/I. Then B is given by U”,2 
and A is isomorphjc to the bounded quiver algebra 
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with yrn”.y, =6,6,. 
We shall prove the implication (iii) 3 (iv) by induction on dim, A. The 
case dim, A = 1 is obvious, so assume dim.A > 1. Since A is a factor of an 
hereditary algebra, there is an indecomposable projective A-module P such 
that .A = PO Q as a left A-module and Hom,(P, Q) = 0. This decom- 
position yields an isomorphism 
where B = End,(Q) and BNK= Hom,(Q, P). Then the category mod A is 
equivalent to the category of all B-homomorphisms of the form 
where gY and KX are finitely generated, and this category, by the adjoint 
formula, is equivalent to the category of all K-homomorphisms of the form 
g: ,J-, Hom,(,N,, d’), 
where ,J and gY are finitely generated. Here we identify mod A with the 
category of triples (X, g, Y), where X is in mod K, Y is in mod B and 
g: X+ Hom(.N,, B Y) is a B-homomorphism. Let us remark that N as a 
B-module is the radical of P. Moreover, the indecomposable A-modules 
(X, g, Y) such that X # 0 and Y # 0 are just the indecomposable objects of 
the subspace category U(J&,) of the vector space category X,. We will 
show that XN is equivalent to the vector space category given by the par- 
tially ordered set X, = (Xe ind B; Hom(N, X) # 0} where X, < X2 in X, iff 
there is a nonzero map X, + X,. 
From Proposition 3 we know that A% K[QA, IA] where the bounded 
quiver (QA, IA) satisfies the conditions (a)(d). Then BzK[Q,, Z,] is 
given by the quiver obtained from QA by suppressing the vertex 
corresponding to P and the relations containing arrows starting at this ver- 
tex. By the inductive assumption, the support of any indecomposable B- 
module is contained in a subquiver of the required form. Let Z’ be the two- 
sided ideal in K[Qs] generated by (p2(p,, e2$,, ylI(p2, v,e2 for all sub- 
quivers of the type Q,, by c(;..c(,, b2 p, for all subquivers of the type Q2, 
and by yV;.‘y,, 6;. .6, for all subquivers of the type Q3. Put 
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C = K[Q,]/(r). Then C is a factor algebra of B and we identify C-modules 
with B-modules annihilated by the ideal Z’/I,. Then clearly C is biserial and 
satisfies the (m)-condition. By Proposition 5, all B-modules are mul- 
tiplicity-free. 
We will distinguish 5 possibilities for P. 
Case 1. P is uniserial. 
First, assume that there exists a nonzero map from N to an indecom- 
posable B-module 2 which is not in mod C. Then by Lemma 3, Z has a 
nonzero vector space at any vertex of a quiver U”‘~* and by (l)-(3), Z is 
projective-injective in mod B. Moreover, by Lemma 3 and (3) there is no 
nonzero map from N to any indecomposable B-module different from Z 
which is not in mod C. Then the almost split sequence containing Z in the 
middle term has the form 
0 + JZ + Z@ top(N) @ Y -+ Z/sot(Z) + 0, 
where JZ/soc(Z) = top(N) 0 Y, and Y is uniserial. Observe that 
E,( N)/soc( N) = Y 0 top(N), and E,( N)/N g JZ/N E Y. Consequently 
E,( N)/N is uniserial and the natural map E,(N)/soc(N) + E,(N)/N is a 
split epimorphism. Hence N satisfies the condition (*) of Proposition 7 and 
therefore & is equivalent to the vector space category given by the par- 
tially ordered set X, of the form 
Z 
7 L 
N+ *.’ + JZ Z/sot(Z) -+ . . . + E,(top(N)). 
L 7 
top(N) 
and from Lemma 2, the support of any indecomposable A-module being no 
B-module is a subquiver of Q2. 
Suppose now that there is no nonzero map from N to any indecom- 
posable B-module which is not a C-module. If N considered as a C-module, 
satisfies the condition (*) of Proposition 7, then XN is linear and we are 
done. Assume that this is not true. Let Y be the largest noninjective factor 
module of N such that E,( Y)/Y is nonuniserial or E,( Y)/soc Y + E,( Y)/Y 
is not a split epimorphism. From (3) we conclude that Y & top N. Let 
Yo = Y )...) Yi+ , = YJSOC Y; )...) Y, = top N. By [S] there is a chain of 
irreducible maps N=X,-+g’X,‘R2X2~...-tg,~XJ-) Ywithg;..g,#O, 
where obviously all Xj belong to Xw From the proof of Proposition 2 in 
[22] it follows that, for all r < s, N = X0 + g’ X, + g*. . . -+ gr X, is the uni- 
que chain of irreducible maps between modules from X, such that 
gr “‘g, #O. 
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We construct the almost split sequence starting at Yii. First, observe that 
by (3), E( Yi) is uniserial, for i = 0 ,..., r and JE( Yi) = Yi for i = 0 ,..., t - 1. 
Since E( Y,) is injective, there is an irreducible map E( YO) -+ E( Y,)/soc( Y,). 
Now the middle term of the almost split sequence nding at E( Y,)/soc( Y,) 
is not indecomposable because otherwise the inclusion map 
i: Y, -+ E( Y,)/soc( Y,), by the property of almost split sequences would fac- 
torize through E( Y,). But Y, has no factor module with socle isomorphic 
to soc( YO), Hom( Y,, E( Y,)) =0 and we get a contradiction. Thus the 
almost split sequence nding at E( Y&soc( Y,) is of the form 
(“‘J 
0 + D Tr(E( YO}/soc( YO)) A ifiJi) BOB- E( Y*)/soc( Y@) --f 0. 
We claim that the irreducible map f, : V-t E( YO)/soc( YO) is not an 
epimorphism. By (3), P(E( Y,)) is uniserial and from [2, Proposition 5.3.1, 
D Tr(~~~~)/soc( YO)) has a simple socle isomorphic to so@ Y,). Con- 
sequently one of the mapsg, or g, is a monomorphism. Then, if fi and 
fi are epimorphisms, I(D Tr(E( Y,)/soc( Y,))) + f(E( Y,)/soc( Y,)) < I(V) f 
Z(E( Y,)), which contradicts to the fact that any almost split sequence is 
exact. Consequently f, is a proper monomorphism. Moreover, there is a 
monomorphism g: Y, -+ Y such that i=fi g. But I(E( Y,)/soc( YO)) - 
/(Y,) = 1 and then Vr Y, and I(DTr(E( Y,)jsoc( Y,))) = I( Y,). Hence 
DTr(E( Ye)/soc( Y,)) z Ye since soc(DTr(E( Y,)/soc( YO))) = so@ Y,) and 
E( Y,) is uniserial. 
Assume now that t > 1. Then E( YO)/soc( Y,) 2 E( Y, ), there is an 
irreducible map E( Y,) -+ E( Y,)/soc( Y,), and the almost split sequence 
starting at Y, is of the form 
o-+ Y~-‘E(Y,)OU-,E(Y,)/SOC(Y,)-,O 
because DTr(E( Y,)/soc( Y,))z Y,. Let j: YZ --) E( Y,)/soc( Y,) be the 
canonical injection. By the property of almost split sequences and the fact 
that Hom( Y,, E( Y, )) = 0, there is a monomorphism if, : Y, --+ U such that 
hZ$ =j. But I(U) = t(Y,) - I= f( Y,) and therefore Us Y,. In this way we 
deduce that, for i = O,..., t - 1, the almost split sequence starting at Yi is of 
the form 
o-+ Yj+E(Yi)@Y,+,-+E(Yj)/sOc(Y,)+O, 
On the other hand, the simple module Y, satisfies the condition (*) of 
Proposition 7 and thus 3u^, is isomorphic to the vector space category given 
by the partially ordered set of the form 
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N+...+ Y, + Y, -be.‘+ y,-* + 
11 1 i 
E(Y,)-E(Y,)+-.-+ E(Y,-,)~E(Y,-,)/soc(Y,~,)~-..~E(Y,), 
where the chain Y, + E( Y, _, )/soc( Y, _, ) -+ * * * + E( Y,) consists of all B- 
modules A’ with Hom( Y,, X) # 0. 
Then by Lemma 2, we get that the A-modules which are not B-modules 
have the required supports. 
Case 2. JP is a direct sum of two uniserial modules, say N, and N,. 
Then from the condition (2) one of them, say N, is hereditary injective, 
that is, any quotient module is injective. Moreover, from (2) and (3) we 
infer that N, satisfies the condition (*) of Proposition 7, and therefore -X, 
is equivalent to the vector space category given by the partially ordered set 
X,,,, which is the disjoint union of two linearly ordered sets 
N, -P * * - + top(N,) and N, + . . * --) E(WNd). 
Consequently our hypothesis follows from Lemma 2. 
Case 3. JP is a sum of two uniserial submodules, say N, and N,, and 
N, n N, is not simple. 
First observe that by condition (3), N1 n N, = JN, and N, n N, = JN, 
Furthermore, applying (3) again, we conclude that, for k 24, JP/JkP is 
injective. Put U = JP/J3P. Observe that U is colocal nonuniserial of 
length 3 and U/soc( U) 2 JP/J2P is a direct sum of two simple modules, say 
S and T. Then by (2) and (3) one of them, say S, is an injective B-module 
and the second one, by (3), satisfies the condition (*) of Proposition 7. If U 
is injective, there are irreducible maps U + S and U + T, XN is given by 
the partially ordered set X, of the form 
T 
/* 
N+ ... -a u 
L 
S 
and we are done. 
Suppose now that U is noninjective. Put V= soc( U) and E = EB( U). 
Moreover, let Y and Z be the uniserial submodules of U with top( Y)z S 
and top(Z) z T. The condition (3) implies that E/U is simple, and E is a 
481/99/l-11 
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sum of Y and a uniserial module W of length 3 with JW= 2. Since Y and 
Z are projective in mod C, there exist irreducible monomorphisms V-+ Y 
and V+ Z. Clearly (Y@ Z)/Vg U, and there is an almost split sequence 
o-+ v-t Y@Z+U+O. 
Now, by [6, Lemma 4.81, the almost split sequence starting at Y has an 
indecomposable middle term, hence it is of the form 
O+Y-+U+T-+O. 
Since S is simple and injective, by [2, Proposition 5.73, the middle term of 
the almost split sequence nding at S is injective. But there exists only one 
(up to isomorphism) indecomposable injective C-module, namely E, hav- 
ing S as a factor module. Consequently, DTr(S) z W and we have the 
almost split sequence 
O--+ W-+E-+S+O. 
From condition (3), W is projective, and therefore there is an irreducible 
map Z + W. Moreover, a simple analysis shows that W@ U/Zz E. Thus, 
there are almost split sequences 
and 
O-Z-+ W@U-+E-*O 
O+ U+ T@E+TrD(U)+O. 
Hence, since T satisfies the condition (*) of Proposition 7, X, is equivalent 
to the vector space category given by the partially ordered set 3E, of the 
form 
T 
/1 L 
N+..- -+ u TrD(U)-+...+E(T) 
L 7 
E 
L 
S 
and by Lemma 2 the new indecomposable modules have the required sup- 
ports. 
Case 4. P is injective and JP is a sum of two uniserial modules whose 
intersection is simple. 
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Then JP/soc( P) = L, @ L2 and by (2) one of the summands, say LI , is 
hereditary injective. On the other hand hand, by (3), L, satisfies the con- 
dition (*) of Proposition 7. Hence JP is an injective C-module, there are 
irreducible maps JP -+ L, and JP + Lz, and consequently &‘,, is equivalent 
to the vector space category given by the partially ordered set X,,, of the 
form 
E@P(L,)) + .**cL,c-N-,L,-,.*‘~top(L,) 
and we are done. 
Case 5. P is noninjective and JP is a sum of two uniserial modules 
whose intersection is simple. 
Let JP/soc( P) = L, 0 Lz. By our assumption and the condition (3) one 
of the summands, say L1, is noninjective. Then, by (2), L, is hereditary 
injective and, by (3), L, is simple. Applying the condition (3) again we con- 
clude that E,(P) = P-k Y for a uniserial C-module Y of length 3 such that 
JY/soc( Y) = L,. Put E,(P) = E and sot(P) = S. Then E/Sz L, @ Y/S, and 
we have an irreducible map E + Y/S. But Hom(L, , E) = 0, which implies 
that the almost split sequence nding at Y/S has the form 
0 + DTr( Y/S)%)V@ E (fan) - Y/S*0 
and there is a map h : L, -+ V such that f, h = j, where j: L, + Y/S is the 
inclusion map. 
Now, by (3), P( Y/S) is uniserial and therefore by [2, Proposition 5.31, 
DTr( Y/S) has a simple socle. As in case I we conclude that fI is a 
monomorphism. Since tt is a monomorphism and t( Y/S) - /(Li) = 1, V is 
isomorphic to L, . Then it is easy to see that DTr( Y/S)gker(f, ,f2) is 
isomorphic to N. 
Finally, by (3), L, satisfies the condition (*) of Proposition 7, and thus 
.zf& is isomorphic to the vector space category given by the partially 
ordered set X,., of the form 
L, -+ Y/S+**. -+ E(top(L,)) 
From Lemma 2 we get the required structure of the indecomposable A- 
modules. This finishes the proof of the implication (iii) =z- (iv). 
481/99/I-11* 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
From Proposition 3 we may assume that A is a fixed bounded quiver 
algebra K[Q, I], where (Q, I) satisfies the conditions (a)-(d) of 
Proposition 3. We shall prove the Theorem applying covering techniques 
developed in [9, 13, 15,291. For the convenience of the reader we recall the 
construction of a Galois covering F: k[e, 71 + K[Q, I] (see [9, 13, 291). 
Recall that a walk in Q is a homomorphism w: L + Q of quivers, where L 
is a connected linear quiver 1,-l,- . . . -1, and “-” stands for an arrow of 
arbitrary direction. In this case a(w) = w(Zi) and e(w) = w(Z,) are called the 
startpoint and the endpoint of w respectively. In this way we have two 
maps a and e from the set of all walks of Q into Q. (the set of vertices of 
Q). Since A has finite ideal lattice, there is at most one arrow from i to j for 
each pair (i,j) of vertices of Q and we can write down a walk w: 
1 ,--I,- . . . -1, . +-+Q m the form w: ii--i,----i,, where i, = ~(1,). Special 
walks are the stationary walks wi = i corresponding to the vertices and the 
walks w,: i-“j, w;‘:j~“~ ’ i corresponding to the arrows of Q. A walk 
v: ii- ... -i, is called a path in Q from i, to i,. Two paths with the same 
startpoint and the same end-point are called parallel. Two parallel pathes u 
and u are called strongly parallel in (Q, I) if v + Z = u + Z and u # I. Con- 
sequently two parallel (resp. strongly parallel) paths form a contour (resp. 
nonzero primitive contour) in (Q, I). 
In the set 9.R of all walks in Q we have a canonical partial product. For 
two walks w, and w2 the product w2 w, is defined if a(wl) =e(w,) and is 
given then by the obvious composition. This product is associative and 
each walk w has left unit w,(,) and right unit wocn,). Thus 9X is the set of 
morphisms of a category. 
In order to define the vertices of (0, 7) let us consider the following 
equivalence relation - on the set W generated by the following relations: 
6) w; ’ w, - wi and w, w;’ - wi for each arrow u: i -7 in Q. 
(ii) V-U for each nonzero primitive contour (u, U) in (Q, I). 
(iii) If w, w’, w, and w2 are walks and products are defined then 
w-w’ implies wlwwZ-wIw’wZ. 
Let W,=YJI/w. The product in %R is compatible with the equivalence 
relation - and induces a partial product in W,. Hence W, is a category in 
which each element has a left and right inverse. Let x, = [ wi ] and 
x2 = [wz] be two equivalence classes of walks in Q and assume that 
a(~,) = a(~~). Then we put an arrow xi -+p x2 in W if there exist walks 
w;-W,, w;- w2 and an arrow c1 in Q such that w; = w, w;. Moreover the 
arrow c1 is uniquely determined by p, and we get a quiver epimorphism 
E: w + Q. From [29, Lemma 2.31. W is a disjoint union of q isomorphic 
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connected quivers where q is the number of points of Q. Denote by Q one 
connected component of the quiver W and by E: & + Q the restriction of 
E: W -+ Q to 0. Then E: Q + Q is a natural epimorphism of quivers given 
by the action of the group G of automorphisms of & consisting of all left 
multiplications by elements yx - ‘, where x, y ranges over all pairs of ver- 
tices of Q with e(x) = e(y). Moereover from [29, Lemma 2.41 and the fact 
that Q has no double arrows, it follows that G acts freely on Q. 
Now define an ideal 7 of the quiver algebra K[Q] by a E 7 if and only if 
s(a) E I. Then obviously r is generated by paths and differences u- W, where 
(0, W) ranges over all nonzero primitive contours of 0. Moreover the ideal 
7 is compatible with the group G and the algebra K[(Q, 7)/G] is 
isomorphic to K[Q, I] (see [29, Lemma 2.51). 
PROPOSITION 8. (i) 0 contains no oriented cycles. 
(ii) (Q, 7) does not contain subquivers of the form 
an 
/\ 
w.\ /^ l u 
Pi Pm 
. . . 
where a, +~=u,Ef”and/?m--~~,#I, n, m21. 
Proof. First, we will show that if v and w are different equivalent paths 
such that one of them does not belong to Z, then they make up a nonzero 
primitive contour of (Q, I). Assume that v and w are parallel paths, u # 1, 
and some products uIuu2 and u1 wuz form a nonzero primitive contour of 
(Q, I). Then we can write uivuz, u1 wu2 as 
UIfJ%=9)r”‘9IYn”‘Yt and U,WU*=9,.~.9,~m...b,, 
where yi, Sj, 9k are arrows of Q and Y,, # 6, (may be 9, *** 4~~ is a path of 
length 0). From the condition (c) of Proposition 3, we infer that Y, # 6i. 
It follows that ~=(~t~~~~l)(9s~~~9,)(~,~~~~,) &,-~+4) and 
w=(~,...~1)(9Ps...9,)(6,...Sl)(n, ***A,) for s<r and some arrows 
*h & (again J/, ... *, or A, *.*I, may be of length 0). If y=~~*‘*~r and 
6=S, ... 6, form a nonzero primitive contour then obviously v and w form 
and we are done. If not, one of them, say y is a subpath of the second one. 
Thus 6 = <yq for some cycles q and c = C& ’.* rl. Applying condition (c) 
again we conclude that 9;...91=<,*.*<,5b, O<g<h, bEN. As a con- 
sequence u, uuz is a subpath of u1 wuz and we have a contradiction to our 
assumption. 
Let now U-W and u + 1. Then we can transform w into u by a finite num- 
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ber of steps of the following type: replace a subpath u’~ of w by a path ~1~ 
such that (w, , W-J make up a nonzero primitive contour. In each step we 
get a new path which is strongly parallel to the former one. Thus from the 
above (w, u) form a nonzero primitive contour. 
Now as in [29, Lemma 2.3.1 one proves that Q has no oriented cycles. 
(ii) Assume that (0, f) contains a subquiver of the above form and 
let e(w) = x and e(u) =y. Then we have in Q two paths from x to y, 
&(a,)..- &(~,)~~(~~)..,&(~~), s(a,)...~(tf~)~Z, ~(~~)...&(~~)~Z. This is a 
contradiction since from the proof of (i) we know that &(a,) ... ~(a,) - 
I *--&(fi,)EZ* 
Let us denote by F: K[ &, I] + K[Q, Z] the Galois covering functor 
given by the action of G on (&I) and by F,: mod,@, I”, + mod.(Q, I) the 
push-down functor associated with F (see [9, 13]), where rnod~(~, 7) and 
mod K( Q, I) are, respectively, the categories of unite-dimensional represen- 
tations of the bounded quivers (Q, 7) and (Q, I). 
Now assume that every indecomposable A-module has a core. Then from 
[ 141 A is representation-finite and therefore by [ 13, Lemma 3.31 K[Q, ?J 
is locally representation-finite. Hence since G acts freely on 0, from [ 171 G 
acts freely on the indecomposabIe objects in mod,&& 7). Suppose that X is 
an indecomposable K[Q, r]-module which has no core. Then there are 
nonsuperfluous ubmodules Xi, i E 52, of X such that n Xi = 0. This implies 
that 0 = Fn( n Xi) = n FA(Xi). Moreover, F,(X,) are nonsuperfluous sub- 
modules of F,(X) since by [9] F,(JX) = JF,(X). Thus we get a contradic- 
tion since F,(X) is indecomposable, and therefore any indecomposable 
object in mod.( Q, r) has a core. 
NOW let (Q’, Z’) be a arbitrary full finite subquiver of (Q, r?, and put 
B = K[ Q’, Z’]. Since any indecomposable B-module has a core, (Q’, I’) con- 
tains no subquivers of the form 
where &**.fi,, a;=‘al, yp*.*y,, 6,-.*6,, yp...y,-c64*~~S,$Z, CEK*, 
hence by Proposition 8, B satisfies the (m)-condition. From Proposition 6 
we conclude that B satisfies the conditions (1 ), (2), (3) of the Theorem and 
the well known properties of FA imply that A satisfies these conditions. 
Conversely, assume that A satisfies the required conditions (1 ), (2), (3). 
Using the properties of Fi we infer that, for any full finite subquiver (Q’, I’) 
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of (Q, T), the algebra D = K[ Q’, Z’] satisrtes these conditions. Further, by 
(2) and Proposition 8, D satisfies the (m)-condition, hence every indecom- 
posable D-module has a core. Moreover Proposition 6 gives us a complete 
description of the supports of all indecomposable K[Q, ?I-modules, and 
since there is an upper bound for the lengths of paths in Q which are not in 
7, K[Q, ?] is locally representation-finite. Consequently from [ 171, G acts 
freely on the indecomposable objects in mod,@, 7). From Proposition 6 
we know also that the core of any indecomposable nonlocal object in 
mod,(&, T) is colocal. Let Y be an indecomposable A-module and I3 be a 
local nonsuperflous ubmodule of Y. By [ 13, Lemma 3.61 we may assume 
that Y= F,(X) for an indecomposable object X in mod,(Q, I). Let 
S = soc(C(X)). We claim that F,(S) = soc(C( Y)). Indeed, by [9), top(Y) = 
FJ top(X)), top(B) is a direct summand of top( Y), so there exists a vertex zO 
of Q and a vector u = (u,) E B(a) c Y(a) = O,(,,=. X(z) such that &(~~)=a 
and uZ, E X(zO)\JX(z,). Denote by B’ the submodule of X generated by (u,). 
Then B’ is a nonsuperfluous submodule of X and consequently S c B’. 
Hence PA(S) c FJB’) c B and, since C(F,(X)) c F,(C(X)), S= soc(C( Y)). 
Since the implication (ii) + (i) is obvious, the Theorem is proved. 
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